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Objectives

Identity and Access Controls Built  
for the Digital Enterprise
Your business is on the path to becoming a digital enterprise. But as your IT 
moves to the cloud, how can you give employees, partners, and customers secure 
access to the applications and services they need without exposing critical data 
and processes to unauthorized use? How do you ensure users are who they say 
they are? And how do you do all this with incredible speed and efficiency? 

Relying on old ways of verifying identities (for 
example, repeatedly entering and resetting pass-
words) and managing access as you engage in 
digital transformation is like adding a ball and 
chain to your business. It slows business momen-
tum because employees can’t access what they 
need quickly, and they waste time dealing with 
passwords. As you engage with partners in co-
innovation and deliver cloud services to custom-
ers, it’s even more vital to verify identities and 
control access to processes and data quickly  
and efficiently. 

Identity and access governance solutions from 
SAP help secure the modern digital enterprise. 
Together, they help you streamline identity lifecycle 
management, automate and dynamically adjust 
access controls, detect and mitigate risks, enable 
self-service, support compliance, and proactively 
protect your organization – all with minimal IT 
involvement. They work near-seamlessly with 
cloud, on-premise, and hybrid SAP® solutions, 
enabling faster deployments and confidence in 
your ability to secure evolving IT landscapes.

Identity and Access Controls Built  
for the Digital Enterprise

SAP Solution Brief BenefitsSolution Quick Facts
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Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP
SAP offers a comprehensive suite of identity and 
access governance solutions to help you manage 
and secure your organization’s IT landscape. 
These solutions help you:
 • Monitor and manage identities and control 
who has access to your information and 
processes within your organization: We offer 
solutions optimized for the cloud and on-premise 
use, as well as for use across complex hybrid 
environments.

 • Detect and remediate access-risk violations: 
Automate user provisioning, role management, 
privileged access, and periodic certification 
while continuously monitoring users and appli-
cations for risk.

 • Simplify access management in complex  
on-premise and cloud environments: Deliver 
an intuitive sign-on experience, and use dash-
boards to pinpoint issues, adjust user access 
dynamically, improve access compliance, and 
resolve risks quickly.

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network

Solution BenefitsObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief

IDENTITY AND  
ACCESS GOVERNANCE  
OFFERINGS FROM SAP

ü SAP® Access Control

ü SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance

ü SAP Identity Management

ü  SAP Cloud Identity Services –  
Identity Provisioning

ü  SAP Cloud Identity Services –  
Identity Authentication

ü  SAP Single Sign-On

ü  SAP Access Violation Management  
by Greenlight

ü  SAP Dynamic Authorization Management 
by NextLabs
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Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources
Using the SAP Access Control application as  
the backbone of access governance, you can 
automate and accelerate administration of user 
access – even across hybrid environments – while 
securing your applications, processes, and data 
against the risk of unauthorized use. Employees 
enjoy the frictionless, appropriate access they 
need to work efficiently, and IT can minimize 
manual work by defining a digital identity for each 
person and specifying the entitlements needed to 
complete their tasks. Regardless of how or where 
people access corporate resources, this digital 
identity grants them entrance to areas where they 
can operate securely in their business capacity. 

Key capabilities include: 
 • Risk analysis to find and remediate segregation-
of-duties and critical-access violations 

 • Tools to design and maintain business roles, 
which builds access-risk analysis into processes

 • Self-service, workflow-driven access requests 
and approvals enabled by a device-independent 
SAP Fiori® user experience to accelerate them

 • Periodic certification of access assignments and 
roles so that user assignments remain consistent 
with job functions

 • Management of privileged access to support 
emergency, or “firefighter,” activities 

 • Simulations so IT can assess the effects of autho-
rization changes before modifying access rules

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network

BenefitsSolutionObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief
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Centralize Access Control for the Cloud
Engaging in cloud-enabled digital transformation 
requires expanding the interactions and informa-
tion shared between users, suppliers, and vendors. 
The challenge is doing this efficiently and at scale 
while governing user information access and the 
tasks they can perform across cloud and hybrid 
landscapes.

With SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance soft-
ware, SAP offers a simplified yet comprehensive, 
cloud-based approach to identity management  
and access governance that enables an enhanced 
user experience across hybrid environments.  
Built on SAP Cloud Platform and using the  
Identity Authentication service and the Identity 
Provisioning service from SAP Cloud Identity  
Services, it supports key compliance requirements 
using purpose-built, integrated cloud services.  
Now you can:

 • Use an intuitive, dashboard-driven interface to 
centralize and manage access in real time – all 
while minimizing access risk and the potential 
for mistakes, misuse, or financial loss

 • Manage cloud and on-premise functionality 
using a common user interface, which helps 
improve productivity while strengthening secu-
rity procedures and processes

 • Safely adapt to changing business environments 
and different organizational and user needs using 
automated, maintenance-free updates 

 • Help ensure tight control of the consumption of 
cloud services

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network

BenefitsSolutionObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief
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Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications
Without a comprehensive identity management 
solution covering the user lifecycle, provisioning 
and managing user access in a compliant, audit-
able way is difficult and error prone. But with the 
SAP Identity Management component, you can 
grant and manage user access in heterogeneous 
landscapes securely and efficiently – in alignment 
with your business processes and audit and com-
pliance requirements. 

Optimized for on-premise applications, this  
component enables IT to centralize user provi-
sioning and the assignment of business roles, as 
well as shift management responsibility from IT 
administrators to business process owners who 
know employee roles best. In addition, it supports 
processes such as password management, self-
service, and approval workflows. 

Now you can have: 
 • One central place to manage users in on-premise 
and hybrid SAP and third-party environments

 • Tight integration with your company’s business 
processes

 • Centralized reporting for compliance and 
auditability 

 • Password-reset and lost-password management 
functionality for end users

 • Built-in connectivity with most on-premise  
SAP applications and the SAP SuccessFactors® 
Employee Central solution 

 • Integration between SAP Identity Management 
and the Identity Provisioning service from  
SAP Cloud Identity Services for an extension of 
on-premise user management to the cloud 

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network

BenefitsSolutionObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief
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Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud
Over time, the identities of employees are con-
stantly evolving. Positions change, people get  
promoted, and many will eventually leave the  
business, requiring that you update authorizations 
and deprovision users swiftly – even as your cloud 
environment expands and changes. 

With the Identity Provisioning service from  
SAP Cloud Identity Services, you gain a comp-
rehensive, low-cost approach to managing the 
employee identity lifecycle in the cloud and in 
hybrid deployments. It simplifies provisioning 
identities and their authorizations to various 
cloud and on-premise business applications.  

Use it to:
 • Merge identities from multiple sources
 • Store and aggregate identity data in the cloud 
with an integrated identity directory

 • Assign default access and leverage SAP Cloud 
Identity Access Governance for use in detailed 
authorization assignments 

 • Enable easier and agile onboarding of users and 
new cloud applications

 • Enable multivendor scenarios with dedicated 
connectors for key third-party cloud platforms 
and SCIM protocol* support

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network

BenefitsSolutionObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief

*SCIM = System for Cross-Domain Identity Management 

Combine the Identity Provisioning service with SAP Identity 
Management to optimize identity provisioning and 
management across on-premise applications. 
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Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data
While the large numbers of users in today’s cloud 
environments call for easier, convenient authenti-
cation processes, corporate and legal policies 
demand secure operations. With the Identity 
Authentication service from SAP Cloud Identity 
Services, you can provide cloud business users – 
both internal and external – with simplified, 
secure access to SAP software and third-party 
applications that support critical processes, such 
as finance and procurement. Use it to:

 • Simplify cloud user experiences with single 
sign-on for instant, secure access to authorized 
cloud and on-premise applications

 • Give administrators a central entry point for 
user and account management for cloud-based 
applications and identity federation

 • Support various authentication options – from 
user ID or e-mail and password combos – or 
reuse a Kerberos token to two-factor authentica-
tion based on one-time passwords. 

 • Support delegated authentication through 
integration with corporate identity providers or 
on-premise user stores

 • Enable user self-services (such as registration 
and password reset help) to minimize adminis-
trative effort and maximize security

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network

BenefitsSolutionObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief

Now, you can simplify and secure access to business data  
in the cloud, controlling user access based on business  
policies and proven security standards.
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Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On
With the SAP Single Sign-On application, you set 
the stage for a significantly higher level of data 
security. It supports reliable, efficient encryption 
for communication between your user and your 
server systems based on the application’s Federal 
Information Processing Standard 140-2–certified 
cryptographic features. Equally important, you 
can enforce a strong password policy by giving 
your employees only one password to remember 
– which also helps to reduce help-desk costs.

The solution’s functional scope delivers a true  
single-sign-in (SSO) architecture and supports 
identity verification through a variety of authentica-
tion scenarios that are perfectly adapted to your 

organizational and security requirements. After 
logging on to their operating systems just once, 
your employees can access all services connected 
to your SSO configuration – from e-mail clients 
and portals to customer relationship management 
software and database applications. There is no 
further requirement for them to identify them-
selves for the rest of the day.

Need higher security requirements? With  
SAP Single Sign-On, you can require employees  
to explicitly enter their single password every  
time they access a specific system or use  
two-factor authentication.

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network
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Detect and Manage Access Violations
Managing access to enterprise applications  
is a balancing act. Granting too much access 
increases risk – but granting too little slows down 
your business. The challenge is making better, 
more-proactive access control decisions. 

The SAP Access Violation Management applica-
tion by Greenlight can help by providing insight 
into the financial impacts of access risk. Available 
in a system integration edition and a risk assess-
ment edition, it delivers a comprehensive library of 
configurable, automated controls that accelerate 
deployment in on-premise and cloud environ-
ments. Use it to: 

 • Analyze historical data to forecast risk impacts 
and uncover violator trends and at-risk processes

 • Monitor and correlate business transactions to 
identify instances where actual segregation-of-
duties violations occurred, and summarize the 
financial impact by process, risk, or user 

 • Use intuitive management dashboards and 
reports to prioritize and remediate violations

 • Enable exception-based monitoring of trans-
actions to identify actual violations, notify 
business owners about exceptions, and track 
investigations and resolutions of incidents

You can also use it to extend SAP Access Control 
capabilities across business applications and IT 
systems. This helps eliminate administrative silos 
and provides a more complete picture of user 
access across the organization.

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network
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Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network
Are you able to give employees and partners 
access to enterprise data without compromising 
the security of intellectual property and sensitive 
corporate information? This is vital to working 
closely with partners and extended supplier  
networks on new products, business models,  
and innovations. 

The SAP Dynamic Authorization Management 
application by NextLabs helps you achieve this 
balance with confidence. Use it to provide real-
time, secure, attribute-based access to data 
within your SAP business applications. Sophisti-
cated, dynamic authorization logic helps you 
automatically adhere to access control policies. 
The solution features:

 • Advanced auditing to monitor and document 
compliance with industry, country, and regional 
requirements

 • Predefined access control policies that busi-
ness owners can rapidly administer and apply 
to connected systems and user bases to take 
advantage of new business opportunities 

 • Attribute-based access control functionality  
to provide secure access to enterprise data in 
SAP applications

 • Tools to automatically incorporate business 
rules and policies that continuously govern 
application and data access based on the real-
time state of users

 • Support for tough enterprise data security  
and nondisclosure legislation such as export 
controls and the General Data Protection  
Regulation, or GDPR

Leverage an Integrated Suite from SAP

Efficiently Govern Access to On-Premise 
and Hybrid Resources

Centralize Access Control for the Cloud

Centrally Manage Identities for  
On-Premise and Hybrid Applications

Simplify and Automate Identity  
Provisioning for the Cloud

Streamline and Secure Cloud Access  
to Critical Business Data

Boost Employee Productivity with  
Single Sign-On

Detect and Manage Access Violations

Support Interaction and Trust Across  
Your Business Network
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Realize the Benefits
Evolve your approach to identity and access  
management with SAP solutions. Deploy them 
incrementally to meet the demands of the 
modern digital enterprise, and you’ll save time, 
improve security, boost employee productivity 
and job satisfaction, and be prepared to embrace 
new business opportunities with customers and 
partners. Together, they help you:

 • Reduce cost and improve security with identity 
management and automated provisioning 

 • Simplify and automate how you manage 
access for enterprise applications – both 
cloud and on premise – with role-based and 
attribute-based controls 

 • Maximize user productivity by eliminating 
excessive logins with single sign-on 

 • Reduce audit costs by quantifying the financial 
impact of access-risk violations 

 • Empower superusers of applications with  
superuser account access while retaining vis-
ibility and control with continuous monitoring 
and an integrated log review workflow 

Realize the Benefits

BenefitsSolutionObjectives Quick FactsSAP Solution Brief

An intelligent enterprise requires intelligent methods of 
managing identity and access governance requirements 
across complex landscapes.
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Summary 
Identity and access governance solutions from 
SAP are built for evolving digital enterprises. 
Together, they enable you to streamline identity 
lifecycle management, automate and dynami-
cally adjust access controls, pinpoint and resolve 
risks, support self-service, facilitate compliance, 
and proactively protect your organization – all 
with minimal involvement from IT. They work 
with cloud, on-premise, and hybrid SAP® solu-
tions, enabling you to deploy them quickly and 
confidently across a changing IT landscape.

Objectives
 • Better protect business-critical data, systems, 
and processes 

 • Lighten IT workloads 
 • Boost employee productivity 
 • Enable faster, safer collaboration with partners 
and customers

Solution
 • Solutions to monitor and manage identities  
and to control who has access to on-premise 
and cloud data and processes 

 • Solutions to detect and remediate access-risk 
violations

 • Solutions to simplify access management in 
complex on-premise and cloud environments

 • Solutions providing the financial context of  
segregation-of-duties violations

 • Solutions for use attribute- and policy-based 
access controls

Benefits
 • Improve security 
 • Save time by simplifying and automating tasks
 • Maximize user productivity  
 • Reduce audit costs 
 • Empower superusers of applications 

Learn more
To find out more, call your SAP representative 
today or visit us online.

Quick FactsBenefitsSolutionObjectivesSAP Solution Brief
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